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➢ Ray Schrock

➢ Partner at Weil, Co-Chair of Restructuring Department, and Management Committee member

➢ Extensive experience leading complex U.S. and international corporate restructurings, representing public 

companies, financial institutions, private equity funds, portfolio companies, and creditors

➢ Has served as lead debtor’s counsel in many prominent cases

➢ Bill Harrington

➢ United States Trustee for both Regions 1 and 2

➢ Manages bankruptcy law enforcement for some of the most complex restructurings in the country

➢ Previously practiced bankruptcy and reorganization law at Duane Morris

➢ Colin Adams

➢ Senior Managing Director at M3 Partners

➢ 20+ years of diverse experience in the restructuring sector, including in finance, investment, and law

➢ Has led complex financial restructurings in the U.S. and Europe as both advisor and principal

Introduction to Panelists



➢ Companies in restructuring are concerned about retaining and incentivizing key employees

➢ Senior management (e.g., C-suite)

➢ Upper middle management (e.g., vice presidents)

➢ Particularly valuable non-managerial staff (e.g., researchers and salespeople)

➢ The traditional method was a retention bonus (key employee retention plan or KERP)

➢ KERPs are now disfavored under the Bankruptcy Code

➢ Most in-court solutions involve a key employee incentive plan (KEIP)

➢ Still requires Bankruptcy Court approval

➢ A trend is pre-paying bonuses prior to filing

➢Subject to some disclosure, but limited or no approval

Overview



➢ The Bankruptcy Code severely limits a company’s ability to pay bonuses whose sole purpose is to retain (as opposed 

to incentivize) management during a chapter 11 case

➢ Section 503(c)(1) was added to the Code as part of its 2005 amendments

➢ It forbids transfers to “insiders” (generally meaning directors, officers, controlling shareholders, general partners, or 

their relatives) unless the Court approves per a three-part test.

➢ Query how broadly “officer” is defined

➢ 1. The transfer is “essential” to retention of the person because the person has a bona fide job offer from another business at the same or 

greater rate of compensation

➢ 2. The services provided by the person are essential to the survival of the business

➢ 3. Either (a) the bonus is not greater than 10 times the mean bonuses paid to non-management employees in the prior calendar year (if 

such bonuses are paid), or, (b) if no such bonuses were paid to non-management employees in the prior calendar year, the bonus is not 

greater than 25 percent of any bonus paid to that employee during the prior calendar year

➢ Section 503(c)(1) is seldom used

➢ It has a high standard

➢ Management hardly wants to encourage employees to shop themselves for competing bona fide job offers

Section 503(c)(1)



➢ Risks to effective reorganization include both employee departures, and employees who are not motivated

➢ E.g., their stock options are now worthless

➢ KEIPs are evaluated under section 363 and also must not run afoul of section 503(c)(3) (forbidding transfers 

falling outside of section 503(c)(1) that are not “ordinary course” and not “justified by the facts and 

circumstances of the case”)

➢ KEIPs must not be disguised KERPs with easy milestones (“pay to stay”)

➢ Incentivize performance using specific, meaningful performance goals

➢ The debtor should document why it needs the KEIP and why the specific performance goals are 

appropriate

➢ In determining whether a KEIP is ordinary course or not, courts look at a horizontal test and a vertical test

➢ 1. Horizontal test: Is the KEIP consistent with industry practice?

➢ 2. Vertical test: Is the KEIP consistent with the debtor’s prior practice? Put another way, is it the sort of risk 

that a creditor accepted by lending to the debtor?

Key Employee Incentive Plan



➢ In evaluating whether a KEIP is retentive or incentivizing, some courts 
apply a factor test, such as the following nine factors:

➢1. Were all facts and circumstances reasonable?

➢2. Was suitable diligence undertaken by an independent compensation committee?

➢3. Was it appropriate to target the targeted employees?

➢4. Was the cost reasonable in the context of the company’s assets, liabilities, and earning 
potential?

➢5. Was the KEIP properly designed to achieve performance standards?

➢6. Was the KEIP consistent with industry standards?

➢7. Did the KEIP fall within the company’s fair and reasonable business judgement?

➢8. Was the KEIP a disguised KERP?

➢9. A “heightened scrutiny” facts and circumstances evaluation higher than the “business 
judgment” standard

KEIP Factor Test



➢An alternative to a KERP or KEIP is to pre-pay executive bonuses pre-
bankruptcy

➢This may be simpler and cheaper (no up-front court approval and 
potential litigation)

➢Not a new approach (e.g., used by Hostess, Blockbuster and Sbarro a 
decade ago), but seems to be gaining in popularity (e.g., JC Penney, 
Neiman Marcus, Hertz)

➢However, creditors could assert preference / avoidance / constructive 
fraudulent transfer claims

➢For example, section 548 allows for avoidance (i.e., clawback) of 
certain transfers (including any transfer to an insider under an 
employment contract) within 2 years before bankruptcy

Pre-Petition Payments & Risk of Clawback



➢Payments to executives also may trigger negative publicity

➢Especially when combined with layoffs of lower-wage employees

➢Certain bankruptcies, especially of major companies in consumer-

facing industries, can generate national news and political attention

➢Consider not just court approval procedures, but also bankruptcy law 

disclosure requirements (e.g., schedules and statements disclosing 

pre-petition payments)

Communications and Negative Press



➢Companies and their advisors have various tools in their toolkit to 

retain or motivate employees

➢However, they should consider the financial and public relations effects 

vis-a-vis the Court, creditors, employees and unions, and the general 

public

➢As always, documenting and properly disclosing a healthy process 

goes a long way

Conclusion
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